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Based on past research that suggests an association between perspective-taking and theory of mind, the present study investigates the relationship between these two constructs by administering three perspective-taking and three theory of mind tasks, along with one measure of inhibition and one measure of expressive language, to eighty-four 3- and 4-year olds. The goals of this study were to (1) evaluate the relative difficulties of the six perspective-taking and theory of mind tasks, (2) assess whether the theory of mind and perspective-taking tasks scale onto the same dimension, (3) examine the distinctions proposed within the construct of perspective-taking, (4) investigate the relationship between inhibition and verbal ability with theory of mind and perspective-taking, and (5) examine the relationship between perspective-taking and theory of mind. The results show that the six theory of mind and perspective-taking tasks develop along a single continuum and produce a scale of the understanding of subjectivity for preschoolers. Results also demonstrate that the ability to take someone else’s perspective without directly confronting it with one’s own perspective is the least challenging, and understanding that others’ beliefs can be false is the most challenging task. Finally, results indicate that inhibition and verbal ability account for the relationship between almost all of the perspective-taking and theory of mind tasks.
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**Introduction**

Social skills help children foster positive relationships and understand the behaviours of others. Social competencies also enhance a child’s experience in school and have been shown to improve mental health (Cook et al., 2015). For that reason, it is important to learn more about factors that predict social skills. Many aspects of social understanding have been suggested as predictors of social skills, and this paper will focus on two of those: theory of mind (ToM) and perspective-taking (PT). The goal of this paper is to provide an overview of ToM and PT, examine the relative difficulties of several ToM and PT tasks, and evaluate whether or not the two constructs develop along a single continuum.

**Development of Perspective-taking**

PT is the ability to view a situation or understand a concept from an alternate point-of-view. The ability to take someone else’s perspective changes and develops throughout the lifespan, but goes through major changes during the preschool years. The development of PT occurs in a progressive manner, with children acquiring increasingly more difficult PT skills over time. During the first five years of life, joint attention constitutes the basis for the development of PT. Infants learn to jointly attend to objects and events with others, resulting in the sharing of a perception or experience (Moll & Meltzoff, 2011b). Although joint attention begins early in development, infants lack basic PT skills. Infants are unable to understand that a barrier can be used to block an individual’s visual perspective (Flavell, Shipstead and Croft, 1978). Flavell and Markman have suggested that infants’ inability to take another’s perspective stems from a mutual exclusivity rule, or the single constraint hypothesis (see, for a discussion, Perner, Stummer, Sprung, & Doherty, 2002). Infants are not able to see others’ perspectives because they believe that each object only has one status and cannot be viewed in any alternative ways.
In the development of PT, different levels have been distinguished. Flavell (1992) divided PT into 2 levels. Level 1 PT is the understanding that others can see different things than you do. Level 1 PT is assessed using percept production, percept deprivation, or percept diagnosis tasks. Percept production tasks require children to intentionally produce a visual percept by actions such as displaying an image for an individual, or by pointing to get the individual to orient towards an object. Percept deprivation tasks require children to hide or block a visual percept by actions such as moving the object or setting up a barricade. Percept diagnosis tasks require children to diagnose an individual’s visual experience by demonstrating that they understand what she can and cannot see. One study by Flavell, Shipstead and Croft (1978) assessed percept deprivation and found that children aged 2.5 to 3.5 years were able to correctly move an object so that the other individual wasn’t able to see it. These findings demonstrate that young children understand that even though they can see an object, it doesn’t mean that the other person can see it as well. In another study that assessed percept production, Liszkowski, Carpenter, Striano, and Tomasello (2006) found that infants in their second year of life had level 1 PT abilities. Liszkowski et al.’s study showed that 12- and 18-month old infants pointed in order to direct an adult to an object they were looking for. This finding suggests that the infants could take the adult’s perspective and understood that the adult could not see something that the infant could.

Level 2 PT is the understanding that not only might others see different things, they might also see the same things in a different way (Flavell, 1992). Level 2 PT is often measured using the turtle task (Masangkay et al., 1978). An image of a turtle is placed between the children and the experimenter. The children are asked how they see the turtle and also how the experimenter sees the turtle (upside down or right side up), forcing them to verbally confront the
differing perspectives. Masangkay et al. found that children aged 4.5 years and older were able to correctly identify that the experimenter saw the turtle differently than they did.

Moll, Meltzoff, Merzsch and Tomasello (2013) suggest a more fine-grained distinction within level 2 PT tasks. Specifically, they introduce the distinction between taking and confronting perspectives. The taking of perspectives was required in a study by Moll and Meltzoff (2011a) in which 3-year olds understood how an adult saw two different objects, demonstrating the ability to take the adult’s visual perspective. Moll and Meltzoff argue that the 3-year olds were successful at taking someone else’s perspective because they weren’t required to confront the adult’s perspective with their own. In other words, the children were only asked to acknowledge the adult’s perspective, and weren’t required to recognize both their own and the adult’s perspective.

Taking someone else’s perspective requires an individual to identify what another person can see, whereas perspective-confronting requires an individual to not only identify what another person can see, but also understand how it conflicts with what the individual him- or herself can see. Perspective-confronting involves the ability to explicitly acknowledge the differing views of yourself and another. Moll et al. (2013) found that perspective-confronting was more difficult for children than only taking someone else’s perspective.

Perner et al. (2002) also argued that different levels of PT need to be distinguished. Perner et al. believe there is a difference between switching perspectives and confronting perspectives. Switching perspectives occurs when you take different perspectives at different times, and confronting perspectives occurs when you represent two perspectives simultaneously (Perner et al.). For example, once children learn that an apple is a fruit, they can switch from considering it an apple, to considering it a fruit. Confronting perspectives requires children to
understand that it can be considered an apple as well as a fruit. The idea of switching perspectives appears similar to Moll et al.’s (2013) description of perspective-taking. Both definitions require children to be able to take one perspective at a single time. Confronting perspectives proposed by Perner et al. and Moll et al. also appear to be analogous, but there are some discrepancies between the two descriptions. Moll et al. specify that the different perspectives must be your own and another’s (between-person PT), but Perner et al. suggest that the different perspectives can both be your own (within-person PT; e.g. understanding that an object is both an apple and a fruit; understanding that you feel sad now but will feel happy at some point later). Moll et al.’s definition of perspective-confronting also requires that the individual overtly acknowledges the differing perspectives (e.g. verbally or by using gestures), whereas Perner et al. don’t specify such a requirement (e.g. could be mental confrontation). Moll et al. (2013) and Perner et al. (2002) agree that confronting perspectives is more challenging than taking a single perspective, and both claim that only children around 4- and 4.5-years old are able to successfully confront perspectives.

Even though the focus of the current paper is on the development of PT in preschoolers, it should be noted that there is considerable development in PT after the preschool period. One famous task that has often been used to capture these changes is Piaget and Inhelder’s (1956) 3-mountain task. In this spatial PT task the child sits in front of a model of three mountains that are different sizes and have different identifiers (one mountain has snow, one has a red cross on top, one has a hut on top). The child is then shown photographs and is asked to select which photograph best reflects his/her own view of the mountain. Next, a doll is placed at different vantage points relative to the child and the child is shown 10 photographs. The child is asked to select which of the 10 photographs best reflects the doll’s view. Since children are required to
choose photos that reflect both their own and the doll’s perspective, one could argue that this is measuring perspective-confronting. Piaget and Inhelder found that children were not able to successfully complete this task until about 9 years old.

However, Borke (1975) tested children on similar spatial PT tasks and found that 3- and 4-year old children were generally able to see displays from someone else’s perspective. Borke argued that it was the nature of the displays she used that allowed younger children to succeed. The scenes that Borke used included more differentiated objects that children could use as cues to understand how the scene was oriented for someone else. Borke found that when she used a replica of Piaget and Inhelder’s 3-mountain task, the 3- and 4-year olds who were successful with her scenes found this display more challenging. Borke suggested that it was the lack of objects in the 3-mountain task that made it more difficult for children to succeed. It is relevant to note that Borke’s study did not require children to demonstrate knowledge of their own perspective, suggesting that this task only required perspective-taking as opposed to perspective-confronting, which perhaps played a role in making the task less challenging than Piaget and Inhelder’s (1956).

Borke (1971) also argued that young children are often unsuccessful at PT tasks because of the limitation in their response capabilities, which affects their ability to demonstrate understanding. Borke found that children as young as 3-years old could accurately anticipate the emotional responses of others when they were asked to respond behaviourally rather than verbally. Borke concluded that children are able to take another’s point of view much earlier than Piaget had suggested, and that it is cognitive capabilities such as verbal responses that impeded children’s success in other PT tasks. Chandler and Greenspan (1972) argued that although Borke’s study accurately demonstrated how young children are aware of others’ emotions, the
ability to accurately take someone else’s perspective, which is the more common understanding of PT, is a later development and was not captured by Borke’s task.

The development of PT continues to extend into later childhood and adolescence. Selman’s (1973) developmental theory of PT goes beyond the objective-subjective distinction required to take someone’s perspective that emerges during the preschool years. Selman’s theory includes the later developing ability to adopt a third-person perspective and the ability to understand that taking someone’s perspective is vulnerable to misunderstandings due to the complexity of individuals’ psychological states (Martin, Sokol, & Elfers, 2008).

To summarize, extant empirical evidence suggests that PT tasks vary in difficulty depending on the specific ability required. PT tasks include a wide range of skills such as being able to alter someone else’s perspective, inhibit your own perspective, verbally confront two different perspectives, or understand what someone else is able to see. Differentiations have been made within the ability of PT (Moll et al., 2013; Perner et al., 2002), but more research needs to be conducted to evaluate whether these refinements are valid and are identifying independent skills. In addition, research by Piaget and Inhelder (1956) and Borke (1971; 1975) emphasizes how task methodology plays a large role in the difficulty level of the task and can alter children’s performance.

Development of Theory of Mind

ToM is the ability to attribute mental states such as beliefs, desires, knowledge, and intents to other people (Wellman, Cross, & Watson, 2001). ToM as a construct was first mentioned in the 1978 issue of Behavioural and Brain Sciences by Premack and Woodruff, who raised the question of whether chimpanzees had what they coined a ‘theory of mind’. False belief understanding is considered to be a hallmark in the development of ToM. Successfully
completing a false belief task requires children to understand that others can have a false belief, or a belief that doesn’t match reality. Wimmer and Perner (1983) created the first false belief task, called the Maxi task, which was later adapted by Baron-Cohen, Leslie, and Frith (1985), and called the Sally-Anne task. In this task, children are told or shown a story about two characters, Sally and Anne. Sally has a basket and Anne has a box. Sally has a marble and puts the marble into her basket, and then leaves the room. While she is gone, Anne moves the marble into the box. Sally returns, and children are asked where Sally will look for the marble. Children pass the task if they say Sally will look in the basket, and fail the task if they say that Sally will look in the box. The Sally-Anne task assesses whether children understand that someone else’s belief can be different from reality, and whether they can predict their behaviour based on that understanding.

In the 1980’s and 1990’s, a number of studies examined false belief understanding in preschool children and found inconsistent results in regards to the age at which children are able to pass false belief tasks. To investigate these empirical inconsistencies, Wellman et al. (2001) conducted a meta-analysis of 178 studies that used false belief tasks. The meta-analysis demonstrated a clear developmental progression of false belief understanding during the preschool years, with conceptual changes occurring between 2.5- and 5-years old, though the majority of studies have found that false belief understanding develops around age 4 (Gallagher, 2015b). Wellman et al.’s results were inconsistent with the theory that developmental changes in false belief understanding are due to task artifacts. Although the meta-analysis revealed four task manipulations that improved children’s performance, since both younger and older children found these manipulations helpful and no manipulations boosted performance to above-chance, the conceptual developmental changes are still relevant above and beyond those task
manipulations. In fact, the meta-analysis found that many potentially relevant task manipulations (e.g. type of task, type of question) had no effect on children’s performance, suggesting that different false belief tasks can be equitably compared.

The studies that found major changes in false belief understanding around the age of 4 have used explicit (verbal) measures of false belief (Gallagher, 2015b). More recently, implicit, looking time measures of false belief have been introduced. Based on the violation of expectation paradigm, these implicit tasks use infant’s looking time to evaluate whether the actions of an agent were in accordance with the infant’s expectations or not. For example, Onishi and Baillargeon (2005) found that infants looked longer when an agent who had a false belief about the location of a toy looked in the location where the toy was. Onishi and Baillargeon suggest that these findings indicate that the infant expected the agent to look where he/she thought the toy was hidden, and not where it was actually hidden. Studies using implicit measures show that much younger children (infants as young as 6 months of age) already understand false belief. However, this is a controversial issue that will not be further discussed in this paper (see Buttelmann, Carpenter & Tomasello, 2009; Onishi & Baillargeon; Perner, 2010).

The focus on false belief tasks as a measure of ToM has not been without criticism. It is generally assumed that if children can understand that someone can have a false belief, then they understand that others have mental states; however, this assumption is not necessarily accurate. Dennett (1978) differentiates between having expectations about someone else’s behaviour because you have a belief about their belief, versus having expectations about someone else’s behaviour based on a habit or a belief about some other aspect of the world. If a child completes a false belief task because of the latter reason, there is not necessarily an understanding that others have mental states. More recently, Bloom and German (2000) argue that the false belief
task is not an accurate measure of ToM for two reasons: there is more required to pass a false belief task than just ToM, and there is more to ToM than just passing the false belief task. Finally, the focus on false belief tasks leads people to overlook that false belief understanding does not come out of nowhere and that ToM develops before and continues to develop after false belief understanding.

Wellman et al. (2001) argue that false belief tasks should not be used in isolation but should be used alongside other measures of mental state understanding and should be interpreted in the context of a developmental sequence. For that purpose, Wellman and Liu (2004) used five different tasks to assess various aspects of ToM and false belief understanding. They found a consistent developmental progression demonstrating that some aspects of ToM are reliably more challenging than others. In addition, their findings suggest that there is progressive conceptual development underlying ToM understanding. Flavell (1992) predicted this finding when he stated that ToM abilities “emerge in fixed sequence, suggesting an orderly developmental succession of such insights” (p. 127).

I will elaborate on some of the tasks below to demonstrate the range of abilities measured in Wellman and Liu’s study. I will discuss them in the order of the tasks that were generally found easiest, to the tasks that were generally found to be hardest for children. The series of tasks assessed five different types of understanding: diverse desire, diverse belief, knowledge access, false belief, and hidden versus apparent emotions. Tasks involved used comparable formats, similar materials and questioning style so that differences in performance could be attributed to conceptual differences rather than less pertinent task-related differences.

Diverse desire/belief tasks require children to correctly identify their own versus others’ desires and beliefs. These tasks examine whether children understand that others can have
different desires and beliefs from themselves. Wellman and Liu (2004) found diverse desire was the easiest for children, followed by diverse belief as the second easiest. The knowledge access task was the next easiest for children. It requires children to understand that not all individuals possess the same knowledge they do, and children were fairly successful at this task, with 73% of the 3-, 4- and 5-year olds passing this task.

Wellman and Liu (2004) used explicit, verbal false belief tasks in their study. Within explicit false belief tasks, there are unexpected transfer tasks, unexpected location/identity tasks, and explanation tasks. Wellman and Liu (2004) tested children on both an unexpected transfer task and an unexpected identity task. In the unexpected identity task, which Wellman and Liu called contents false belief, children are shown a Smarties box and are asked what is inside. Once they answer ‘chocolate’ or ‘candy’, the box is opened and they are shown that it actually contains something unexpected, like pencils or buttons. Children are asked what they first thought was in the box, and also what they think their friend will think is in the box (Carpendale & Lewis, 2015). The unexpected transfer task is very similar to the original Sally-Anne task (Baron-Cohen, Leslie & Frith, 1985). A character named Scott is looking for his mittens and thinks that they are in his closet. Children are told that the mittens are actually in Scott’s backpack. Children are then asked where they think Scott will look for the mittens. Wellman and Liu (2004) found that these two tasks were very similar in difficulty level, with 59% of 3-, 4-, and 5-year old children successfully completing the unexpected content task, and 57% of those children successfully completing the unexpected transfer task. The similarity in performance between the two false belief tasks suggests that results were due to conceptual similarity between the two tasks and were not affected by differences with materials and procedures.
Another type of task that requires ToM but also ties in emotions is the belief-emotion task. The belief-emotion task is similar to the unexpected content task, but in this task the child judges how a person will feel, given a belief that is mistaken. The real-apparent emotion task is a related task that involves understanding emotions. The child must understand that a person can feel one thing but display a different emotion. These tasks that involve understanding emotions and emotion regulation are more challenging for children compared to other ToM tasks (Wellman & Liu, 2004). Other studies have found similar results in regards to ToM tasks that involve emotion. One task in which children listened to a story about Little Red Riding Hood demonstrated that some 4-year olds have trouble understanding false belief when emotions are involved. Four-year olds generally understood that Little Red Riding Hood had a false belief because she did not know her grandmother was actually the wolf. Even so, some children mistakenly believed that Little Red Riding Hood would be frightened by her grandmother (Bradmetz & Schneider, 1999). The ability to understand emotions in relation to false beliefs seems to develop after the age of 4 for most children.

**Relationship between ToM and PT**

PT had been studied long before ToM was introduced, and there is a rich history to PT research. Although there is general consensus that the two constructs are related (Harwood & Farrar, 2006), their exact relationship is unclear. PT demonstrates one’s ability to attribute specific perceptions to other people; therefore, one point of view is that PT is in fact a particular type of ToM (Apperly & Butterfill, 2009; Barnes-Holmes, McHugh, & Barnes-Holmes, 2004). For example, with respect to visual PT, Laranjo, Bernier, Meins and Carlson believe that “visual perspective taking is an important aspect of children’s ToM” (2013, p. 49). Despite this, these
two constructs are traditionally studied separately, utilizing different tasks. Recent evidence, however, suggests that these skills are related.

Bigelow and Dugas (2008) found that children’s performance on visual PT tasks was predicted by their performance on ToM tasks (and vice versa) while controlling for children’s age and language abilities. Using fMRI, Schurz et al. (2015) also found that showing participants a different visual perspective engaged areas of the brain that are typically linked to ToM.

Harwood and Farrar (2006) also investigated the relationship between affective PT and ToM, and found that the two constructs were significantly positively correlated. The relationship between the two constructs was the strongest when the PT scenario involved conflicting perspectives (e.g., different emotional responses), and there was no relationship between the two constructs when the affective perspective scenario involved corresponding perspectives, and age and language ability were accounted for. Harwood and Farrar concluded that it is the ability to represent conflicting mental states that connects PT and ToM, and that the two constructs may not be related if the perspectives are compatible. Although Harwood and Farrar looked exclusively at ToM tasks that involved false beliefs, ToM does not always require a conflicting perspective (e.g. you could attribute the same desire to yourself and to someone else and that would still entail ToM). PT also does not always require a conflicting perspective. Although most tasks that are used to measure PT skills use conflicting perspectives to evaluate an individual’s ability to take someone else’s perspective, simply understanding that someone else views the same thing that you do also requires PT skills, but does not involve conflicting perspectives.

Another line of empirical evidence that supports the similarity between ToM and PT is the research that examines the link between ToM, PT and executive function. Executive function
is an umbrella term that refers to higher level cognitive control processes such as working memory, task shifting, and inhibition (Miyake, Friedman, Emerson, Witzki, & Howarter, 2000). These various cognitive processes work together to handle novel situations and to allow flexible and complex goal-directed behaviours. Numerous studies have examined the relation between ToM and executive function, with relatively few studies having been conducted on PT and executive function. A meta-analysis by Devine and Hughes (2014) reviewed 102 studies and found a moderate association between executive function and false belief understanding in 3 – 6 year olds. This association was not impacted by different executive function tasks but was impacted by different types of false belief tasks. Devine and Hughes found that explicit false belief tasks (e.g. unexpected transfer tasks) were substantially more strongly correlated with EF tasks than implicit/indirect (e.g. looking time tasks) measures of false belief. There are multiple explanations that have been proposed to explain the relationship between executive functions and false belief understanding. However, the discussion of these is beyond the scope of this paper (see Müller & Kerns, 2015 for a summary).

Another line of evidence suggests that the relationship between false belief understanding and executive function is dependent on the type of executive function measure. Carlson, Moses and Breton (2002) argue that ToM tasks require both inhibition and working memory and therefore believe that tasks that measure both inhibition and working memory (e.g. conflict inhibition tasks) should exhibit stronger correlations with ToM than tasks that measure more pure inhibition (e.g. delay tasks). Conflict inhibition tasks require children to both inhibit a prepotent response as well as activate a contradictory response, using both inhibitory skills and working memory. Delay tasks require children to inhibit responding until there is some sort of signal, arguably only using inhibitory skills (Carlson et al.). Carlson et al. found that conflict
inhibition tasks were significantly related to working memory whereas delay inhibition tasks were not. Moreover, results from a study by Carlson, Claxton and Moses (2015) support the hypothesis that there is a stronger relationship between conflict inhibition tasks and ToM tasks than between delay inhibition tasks and ToM tasks.

Carlson et al. (2015) administered two ToM tasks with high executive demands and two ToM tasks with low executive demands. They also administered measures of conflict inhibition, pure inhibition, working memory and verbal ability. Results did not clearly indicate whether tasks that measure inhibition alone or working memory alone are more highly related to ToM tasks. However, they did find that the more pure measure of inhibition (a delay task) was only significantly related to the sources of knowledge ToM task (low executive demands); whereas, the more pure measure of working memory was significantly related to the location false belief task (high executive demands). Findings demonstrated that the conflict inhibition task was highly related to ToM tasks with both high and low executive demands. Carlson et al. suggest that conflict inhibition abilities are a prerequisite skill for both successful ToM task performance and conceptual advances in ToM.

A study by Fizke, Barthel, Peters, and Rakoczy (2013) that investigated the link between executive function and other measures of ToM aside from false belief understanding also found a relationship between the two constructs. Fizke et al. found that executive function is related to both incompatible belief and incompatible desire tasks in which children are required to understand that others can hold beliefs and desires that differ from their own. Fizke et al. merge the concepts of PT and ToM and suggest that it is the ability to coordinate different perspectives during these ToM tasks that involve executive function. Fizke et al. found that it was self-perspective inhibition in particular that was significantly associated with PT and ToM. Inhibiting
one’s own perspective is an important ability when trying to take someone else’s perspective, especially when the two perspectives differ.

As previously mentioned, relatively few studies have been conducted that look at the relationship between PT and executive function. Research that looked at children’s communicative PT abilities found that children who had more established inhibitory skills were better at inhibiting their own perspective and subsequently more easily assumed the perspective of someone else (Nilsen & Graham, 2009). Nilsen and Graham found that working memory was not predictive of children’s ability to use another’s perspective for interpreting a statement. However, Wardlow (2013) administered a PT task that evaluated a speaker’s ability to take into account another’s perspective when naming target objects and found that both working memory and inhibition were predictive of success on the task. Overall, executive function, especially inhibition and working memory, appear to play a significant role in co-ordinating perspectives and are an essential component of both ToM and PT. More research is needed to tease apart the relative influence of different aspects of executive function on ToM and PT.

Another line of evidence that supports the close relation between ToM and PT is research that demonstrates their association with language. Early language development has a strong impact on the development of ToM (Ebert, 2015; Milligan, Astington, & Dack, 2007). Language used on a day-to-day basis provides information about different mental states, and using language to talk about perspectives with others helps to build children’s understanding of mental states and perspectives (Flavell, 2004). Carpendale and Lewis (2004) also believe that language is a building block for developing ToM, and have suggested that the nature of relationships early in children’s lives affects the quality of communication, which in turn affects the development of ToM. The more language use and human interaction a child experiences, and the more
communicative relationships there are in a child’s life, the greater understanding the child will have of others’ perspectives and how others think.

**Current Study**

There has been much debate about the development of ToM and PT and when children are able to ‘pass’ false belief tasks and other measures of social understanding. There are several questions arising from previous research that this study aims to answer. First, investigating the relative difficulties of ToM and PT tasks together is an important follow-up study to Wellman and Liu’s (2004) study. Second, Wellman and Liu found that all of the ToM tasks they administered scaled onto a single continuum that they believed measured an increasing understanding of mental subjectivity. With evidence that there is a strong overlap between ToM and PT, incorporating PT tasks into a scaling study allows us to investigate whether or not both ToM and PT measure the same conceptual dimension. Third, although there is evidence that PT and ToM both involve executive function and verbal ability, determining whether all ToM and PT tasks engage these abilities equally or whether there are differences among the strength of these relationships is another area of interest. In addition, the current study will investigate whether Perner et al.’s (2002) and Moll et al.’s (2013) proposed distinctions within the construct of PT are valid. Examining whether the tasks that measure perspective-confronting are similar in terms of difficulty level and whether perspective-taking tasks are easier will provide information about the accuracy of this suggested distinction. Finally, the study will investigate the possibility of a reciprocal relationship between ToM and PT.

With regard to the first and second goals, expanding on Wellman and Liu’s (2004) developmental sequence of ToM to include PT tasks will help to conceptualize the relationship between the two constructs. Wellman and Liu suggest that their ToM scale is evidence that all of the tasks that they administered develop along a single dimension, and the first goal of this study
is to examine whether PT tasks fall within this same dimension. Although visual PT does not necessarily involve understanding mental subjectivity as Wellman and Liu argue the ToM scale does, it still requires an understanding of subjectivity in terms of visual perspectives. While we have been discussing PT as a visual concept since it is typically assessed using visual tasks, there are theories that discuss perspective-taking from a more mentalistic standpoint (providing more evidence for the connection between the two constructs). Piaget provides a more mentalistic definition of PT and specifically relates children’s confusion between objectivity and subjectivity to the failure in PT because they cannot distinguish between what is true and what only appears to be true (Rothbaum, 1979).

Based on Flavell’s (1972) taxonomy of developmental sequences, Wellman and Liu (2004) suggest that their ToM task sequence could be either a modification or a mediation sequence. A modification sequence suggests “earlier items represent initial insights that are broadened or generalized to encompass later insights” (Wellman & Liu, p. 536). The ToM scale demonstrates the progression of the understanding of subjectivity in preschool children. Applying to Piaget’s notion of ontological egocentrism, the ToM scale is the process of moving away from ontological egocentrism, as children are able to distinguish the subjective from the objective. Some tasks administered in Wellman and Liu’s scale involved subjective-subjective distinctions whereas other tasks involved subjective-objective distinctions. For example, understanding that two people can have different beliefs about the same scenario (diverse belief) is a subjective-subjective distinction because the truth is not known; whereas understanding that someone can have a different belief than the objective truth (false belief) is a subjective-objective distinction. A mediation sequence goes beyond the idea of modification and suggests “earlier insights enable or aid in the attainment of later insights” (Wellman & Liu, p. 536). Although it is
not clear whether the ToM sequence by Wellman and Liu is one of modification or mediation, it is possible that the earlier understanding of certain tasks aids in the understanding of more challenging tasks. For example, the subjectivity of diverse desire that appears early in the scale could help in the understanding of the subjectivity of diverse belief that emerges later.

Incorporating PT tasks with ToM tasks and creating a new sequence will allow us to re-examine the scale while including a broader scope of social cognitive abilities. Investigating whether the PT tasks fit along the same dimension, and if they do, where they distribute in relation to the ToM tasks will provide information about how the two constructs relate. Flavell (1992) supports the idea of one fixed sequence for PT and ToM, suggesting that PT and ToM are developmentally related and that abilities related to both constructs should emerge in an orderly developmental sequence. Learning more about the differences in task difficulty and the development of children’s PT and ToM ability could also help theorists to hone in on the mechanisms that foster their development.

The third objective of the current study is to evaluate the involvement of inhibition and verbal ability in the PT and ToM tasks. Past research has found that ToM tasks rely heavily on both language abilities and executive function, and inhibition more specifically (Call & Tomasello, 1999; Devine & Hughes, 2014; Milligan et al., 2007). Less research has been conducted examining the relationship between PT and language and inhibition, but some researchers do postulate that there is an association (Fizke et al., 2013; Flavell, 2004). This study aims to investigate whether PT and ToM are differentially related to these abilities.

The fourth aim of the current study is to further investigate the different levels of PT that have been suggested. Moll and Meltzoff (2011a; 2011b) argue that, because the findings from many studies demonstrate that children find certain PT tasks significantly more difficult than
others, it is necessary to distinguish in a more fine-grained manner between different levels of PT. Flavell (1992) and Perner et al. (2002) claim that level 2 PT tasks and false belief tasks measure the same ability. Level 2 PT tasks require children to understand that someone else can see the same thing as they themselves but in a different way, and false belief tasks require children to understand that someone else can hold a belief that is different from their own and counter to reality. Furthermore, false belief tasks require perspective-confronting rather than perspective-switching (Perner et al.) or perspective-taking (Moll et al., 2013) because in order to pass this task a person must hold in mind his or her own perspective (true belief) as well as the other’s (false belief). This study will investigate whether false belief tasks are in fact more challenging because of the added required understanding that a belief can be false. In addition, examining both tasks that require confronting and tasks that require switching will help to provide information in regards to Perner et al.’s and Moll et al.’s proposed distinctions between the abilities.

Finally, the present study will address what type of relationship exists between PT and ToM and investigate whether PT abilities and ToM reciprocally influence one another. Examining when PT and ToM tasks develop will provide information about how a reciprocal relationship might function. For example, perhaps the completion of an easier ToM task (e.g., diverse desire) then helps to scaffold the understanding of a PT task (e.g., the turtle task), which in turn provides the prerequisite skills for the emergence of a more complex task (e.g., false belief). This idea fits well with Flavell’s (1972) mediation sequence, according to which earlier understanding helps in the achievement of later understanding. To elaborate on this idea, while both ToM and PT abilities are developing, taking someone else’s perspective could help strengthen ToM in children. A child who is able to take another person’s visual perspective may
be better able to understand how that person will perceive their situation, and more specifically, they may be better able to understand certain beliefs the person will hold about their situation. Although there have been many studies conducted on ToM and PT abilities separately, more research needs to be done to investigate how these two abilities are related and how they interact. ToM and PT abilities are overlapping constructs, and learning more about how they are similar will add to our knowledge of the development of social understanding in children.

Following Wellman and Liu’s (2004) study that found a consistent developmental progression demonstrating that certain ToM conditions are reliably more challenging than others, the present study will look at both PT and ToM tasks and how they relate. Successful completion of PT and ToM tasks is dependent on the complexity of the task administered and the cognitive abilities required. The current study will investigate the developmental sequence of PT and ToM with six tasks in young children. This study will test 3- and 4-year olds on three ToM tasks and three PT tasks to assess how well children perform on each task and identify whether they measure one underlying dimension. The three ToM tasks used will be the diverse desire task, the diverse belief task, and the explicit false belief task (Wellman & Liu, 2004). The three PT tasks used will be the turtle task (Masangkay et al., 1974), and the perspective-taking and perspective-confronting tasks conducted by Moll et al. (2013). Since PT and ToM both involve executive function, especially inhibition, (Fizke et al., 2013; Nilsen & Graham, 2009), and both are influenced by language abilities (Flavell, 2004), the expressive vocabulary subtest from the Kauffman Assessment Battery for Children (2nd edition), as well as the grass/snow task, a measure of conflict inhibition, will also be administered. The grass/snow task was selected as the measure of executive function in this study because past research has found that measures of conflict inhibition show a stronger association with ToM abilities than other measures of
executive function (Carlson et al., 2015; Müller, Liebermann-Finestone, Carpendale, Hammond, & Bibok, 2012).

Evaluating whether the PT and ToM tasks are related along one dimension has important implications in terms of theoretical and practical knowledge about children’s social development. Wellman and Liu concluded that their ToM scale confirms that “ToM understandings represent an extended and progressive set of conceptual acquisitions” (p. 537). Incorporating PT tasks will possibly expand this set of conceptual acquisitions and will help to inform theories of social understanding in young children.

**Hypotheses**

Following theories by Moll and Meltzoff (2011a; 2011b), Flavell (1992), and Perner et al. (2002), it is likely that children will perform the best on the perspective-taking task and that they will perform the worst on the explicit false belief task. Flavell and Perner et al. suggest that level 2 PT tasks measure the same ability as false belief tasks; however, false belief tasks require children to understand that a belief can be incorrect, which makes it more difficult than the turtle task and the perspective-confronting task. The turtle task and the perspective-confronting task are very similar, although the perspective-confronting task may be more difficult since the procedure is slightly more complicated and requires children to understand that a tinted screen can alter the apparent colour of an object. It is less clear where diverse desire and diverse belief will fall within the developmental sequence, although following Wellman and Liu’s (2004) results, diverse desire may be the easiest task and diverse belief may be slightly more challenging.

Following Flavell’s (1992) belief that PT and ToM abilities are conceptually related, and other factors that suggest a strong relationship between the two constructs (Flavell, 2004;
Harwood & Farrar, 2006), it is hypothesized that both PT and ToM tasks will develop along a single dimension. In addition, ToM and PT tasks developing along a single continuum would be consistent with the idea that these constructs are reciprocally related, with the development of earlier abilities facilitating the achievement of later abilities.

1. It is hypothesized that age will be a significant predictor of performance for all of the PT and ToM tasks, as well as the measures of inhibition and verbal ability, with older age predicting better performance.

2. It is hypothesized that task performance, from best to worst performance, will be perspective-taking, turtle task, perspective-confronting, and finally explicit false belief.

3. There are no specific predictions about diverse desire and diverse belief as it is less clear where they will fit among the other tasks; this study will explore whether they fit the scale, and if they do, where they fall in relation to the other tasks.

4. It is hypothesized that ToM and PT tasks will develop along a single dimension, allowing for the possibility of reciprocal relationships among the developing skills.

5. This study will also explore the extent to which relations among PT and ToM tasks were influenced by inhibition and verbal ability.
Methods

Participants

Eighty-seven 3- and 4-year old children participated in this study. Participants were a convenience sample collected from the Child Development Lab at the University of Victoria and from daycares in Victoria. Children with developmental disabilities were excluded from the study. Thirty-six participants were collected through the lab and 51 participants were collected through daycares. Three children were excluded from the analysis. One child was not able to identify colours, which is required for completing the perspective-taking and perspective-confronting tasks. A second child from the lab was excluded because the demographic form was not completed and therefore the child’s exact age was unknown. A third child was excluded because he/she was a twin. Only one twin’s data was kept in the analysis to maintain independence of the data. There were 56 three-year olds ($M = 3.39$ years, $SD = 0.29$ years, 34 females, 22 males) and 28 four-year olds in the final sample ($M = 4.45$ years, $SD = 0.27$, 14 females, 14 males). The sample was reflective of the Western Canadian population, with majority of the sample being Caucasian. The sample performed above average (82nd percentile) on a measure of expressive vocabulary compared to a sample of preschoolers from the United States.

Measures

Inhibition Task

Grass/Snow task (Carlson & Moses, 2001). This task is a measure of conflict inhibition. The materials for this task included two red, felt hand prints, one laminated 15 x 15 cm green square, and one laminated 15 x 15 cm white square. The hand prints were placed on the table directly in front of the child, and the green and white squares were placed side by side above the
hand prints. At the beginning of the task, the experimenter asked the children what the colour of snow was, and what the colour of grass was. Then the children were told that this is a silly opposite game, and when the experimenter said snow, they should point to the green paper, and when the experimenter said grass, they should point to the white card. Children were instructed to place their hands on top of the red felt hand prints and to move their hand back onto the felt after they pointed to a card. Two practice trials were administered, and if children correctly pointed to the opposite colour for both practice trials, 16 more consecutive trials were run. If children failed one of the practice trials, they were corrected and asked to try again. If children could not complete the practice trials correctly after three attempts, they received a score of zero and the task was finished. Children received two points for responding correctly, one point for initially moving towards the incorrect response but then self-correcting, and zero points for responding incorrectly. The highest possible score was 32.

**Verbal Ability Task**

*Expressive Vocabulary subtest from the Kauffman Assessment Battery for Children, 2nd edition (K-ABC; Kauffman & Kauffman, 2004).* In this measure of expressive vocabulary, the child was asked to name the object in a series of standardized images. Children received a score of 0 or 1 on each trial according to standardized criteria, and the task was discontinued when 4 consecutive scores of 0 were received. The final score was calculated by subtracting the number of errors from the ceiling item.

**Theory of Mind Tasks**

*Diverse desire task (Wellman & Liu, 2004).* In the diverse desire task, children were introduced to a character named Mr. Jones and were told that it is snack time. Children were asked to choose which snack they would like best from two options (own-desire). Once they had
chosen, they were told that Mr. Jones actually likes the opposite snack better. Children were then asked what they thought Mr. Jones would choose to have for a snack (target question). Finally, children were asked what snack Mr. Jones likes the best (control question). For the task to be scored as correct, children had to answer the target question and control question opposite to their own desire answer.

**Diverse belief task (Wellman & Liu, 2004).** In the diverse belief task, children were introduced to a girl named Linda who was looking for her cat. Children were asked whether they thought the cat was in the bushes or in the garage (own-belief). Once they had answered, they were told that Linda thought her cat was in the opposite location to whatever they just answered. Children were then asked where they think Linda would look for her cat (target question), and where Linda thought her cat was (control question). For the task to be scored as correct, children had to answer the target question and the control question opposite from their own-belief answer.

**Explicit false belief task (Wellman & Liu, 2004).** In the explicit false belief task, or more specifically, the unexpected transfer task, children were introduced to a character named Scott who was looking for his mittens. Children were told that Scott’s mittens might be in his backpack or they might be in his closet, but that they were actually in his backpack. Children were then told that Scott thought that his mittens were in his closet. Children were then asked where Scott would look for his mittens (target question) and where his mittens really were (control question). For the task to be scored as correct, children had to answer the target question with “closet” and the control question with “backpack”.

**Perspective-taking Tasks**

**Turtle task (Masangkay et al., 1978).** In the turtle task, children were sitting across the table from the experimenter and there was an image of a turtle on the table between them.
Children were asked whether the turtle was upside down or right side up. Children then switched seats with the experimenter and were again asked whether the turtle was upside down or right side up. Finally, children were asked how the experimenter saw the turtle from where they were sitting (where the child was originally). For the task to be scored as correct, children had to state that the experimenter saw the turtle the opposite way that they saw the turtle.

**Perspective-taking task (Moll et al., 2013).** In the perspective-taking task, children were sitting at a table with a half-clear, half-yellow tinted screen in front of them. There were two animals placed on either side of the screen (yellow and clear), and from the children’s perspective they both appeared in their true blue colour. The experimenter then sat on the opposite side of the table and remarked that one of the animals looked like a certain colour to her/him (blue/green). The experimenter next asked the children to put the blue/green animal they just mentioned in a bag. For the task to be scored as correct, children had to recognize which animal the experimenter saw as that certain colour from where they sat.

**Perspective-confronting task (Moll et al., 2013).** In the perspective-confronting task, children were sitting in front of a yellow tinted screen. A blue animal was placed on the children’s side of the screen so the animal appeared blue to the children. The experimenter sat on the other side of the yellow screen so the animal appeared green to her. The children were asked both how they saw the animal from their side (blue or green) and also how the experimenter saw the animal from her side (blue or green). For the task to be scored as correct, children had to recognize that the experimenter saw the animal in a different colour than they did.

**Procedures**

Children were tested at daycares in Victoria and also at the Child Development Lab at the University of Victoria. Parents were asked to fill out consent forms to allow for their child’s
participation in the study. Upon receiving a signed consent form from parents, verbal assent from the child was obtained before testing commenced. Once the child had agreed to participate, he/she was individually assessed in a quiet area at the daycare he/she attended or in the Child Development Lab. Children were randomly assigned to one of two fixed orders, with forty-two children completing the tasks in order 1, and forty-two children completing the tasks in order 2.

**Daycares.** Testing sessions at daycares always began with the grass/snow task and ended with the K-ABC. Both orders of the ToM and PT tasks started with diverse desire as it is hypothesized to be easier to understand (Wellman & Liu, 2004) and helped the children to warm up. The perspective-taking task and perspective-confronting task were presented consecutively in both orders to maintain consistency with Moll et al.’s (2013) procedure. Within both orders, PT and ToM tasks alternated as much as they could given the constraints noted above. Aside from diverse desire and the perspective-taking and perspective-confronting tasks, the tasks were reversed between the two orders. Order 1 was the diverse desire task, the turtle task, the diverse belief task, the perspective-taking task, the perspective-confronting task, and finally the false belief task. Order 2 was the diverse desire task, the false belief task, the perspective-taking task, the perspective-confronting task, the diverse belief task, and finally the turtle task. The total time to complete all 8 measures was approximately 20 minutes. At the end of the session, children were given stickers to thank them for participating.

**Child Development Lab.** Children tested on these 8 measures at the Child Development Lab were part of a larger longitudinal study. At the start of the testing session, children completed one brief measure of task-switching before being presented with the grass/snow task. After the grass/snow task, children were randomly assigned to either order 1 or order 2 of the ToM and PT tasks, which were the same orders as presented in the daycares. The major
difference was that the K-ABC subtest was not presented until halfway through the testing session at the Child Development Lab, with 3 additional tasks and a 25 minute break placed in between the end of the ToM and PT tasks and prior to the K-ABC subtest.
Results

Data Preparation

Data was analyzed using RStudio version 1.0.143 and IBM SPSS Statistics 23. Correlations and descriptive statistics were calculated using SPSS, logistic and linear regressions were computed using both SPSS and the R ‘stats’ package, and the Rasch analysis was computed using the R ‘eRm’ package. Figures were created using the R ‘ggplot2’ package. The Guttman model was calculated by hand. All variables were screened for data entry errors and none were found.

Scoring for the perspective-confronting task and the turtle task required children to answer two questions: one about their own perspective and one about the experimenter’s perspective. To receive a score of 1 on the trial, children had to answer both questions correctly. Two different types of scores were created for the ToM tasks. One version included both the target question (e.g. where will Linda look for her cat?) and the control question (e.g. where does Linda think her cat is hiding?). The child had to pass both the target question and control question to be assigned a score of 1. The other scoring version for the ToM tasks included only the target question. The child had to pass the target question to be assigned a score of 1. When control questions were not included, the child had a 50% probability of being correct simply by chance.

Although Wellman and Liu (2004) included control questions in their analyses, I am interested in examining children’s performance without the control questions for two reasons. First, when the control questions were included with the target questions, the child’s probability of being correct by chance went down to 25%. Since the PT tasks differ in their probability of being correct by chance (with the turtle task and the perspective-confronting task having a 25%
I am interested in how children’s performance on the ToM tasks may be impacted by the difference in being correct by chance. The turtle task and perspective-confronting task cannot be transformed to have 50% probability of being correct by chance because that would alter the concepts behind the tasks (e.g., that children can understand both their own and someone else’s perspective). Second, as will be discussed in more detail later on, when administering the ToM tasks I noticed that children sometimes appeared to be confused by the control question. Therefore, I am interested in looking at children’s performance on the target questions alone to eliminate any confounds that may have impacted their response to the control question. To maintain consistency with Wellman and Liu’s study, I ran all of the analyses with the control questions included; but to explore my own queries about children’s performance on only the target questions, additional analyses excluding the control questions were included for the descriptive statistics and the Rasch analyses.

**Descriptive Statistics and Correlations**

The range, means, and standard deviations among all eight tasks and age in months are presented in Tables 1 and 2.
Table 1
Mean, standard deviation and range of 8 tasks and age in months, with control questions included

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>35.80 – 58.92</td>
<td>44.91</td>
<td>6.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expressive Vocabulary</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>6 – 27</td>
<td>19.05</td>
<td>3.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grass/snow</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>0 – 32</td>
<td>16.67</td>
<td>11.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diverse desire</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>0 – 1</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diverse belief</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>0 – 1</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False Belief</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>0 – 1</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turtle Task</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>0 – 1</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perspective-taking</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>1 – 4</td>
<td>3.54</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perspective-confronting</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>0 – 4</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>1.64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* M and SD are used to represent mean and standard deviation, respectively. Age is reported in months.

Table 2
Mean, standard deviation and range of 3 ToM tasks, with control questions excluded

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diverse desire</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>0 – 1</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diverse belief</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>0 – 1</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False Belief</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>0 – 1</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* M and SD are used to represent mean and standard deviation, respectively.
Zero-order correlations and partial correlations are presented in Tables 3, 4 and 5. Tabachnick and Fidell (2007) note that correlations between continuous variables and dichotomous variables, and correlations between two dichotomous variables will always be well below 1.0. With that being said, there are several significant correlations among the dichotomous tasks. To detect a medium effect size ($r = .30$) with an alpha of 0.05 and a power of 0.80, a power analysis demonstrated a desired sample size of 85 (Cohen, 1988).

For the zero-order correlations, the diverse desire task was significantly positively correlated with the diverse belief task and the perspective-confronting task. The turtle task was significantly correlated with the false belief task, the perspective-taking task and the perspective-confronting task. And the perspective-taking task and the perspective-confronting task were also significantly correlated. In addition, the expressive vocabulary subtest was significantly positively correlated with all of the PT tasks and the false belief task. Finally, the grass/snow task was significantly correlated with all of the PT and ToM tasks except for the false belief task and was also significantly positively correlated with the expressive vocabulary subtest.

**Correlations with expressive vocabulary subtest partialled out.** Controlling for the effects of verbal ability (Table 3), partial correlations continued to show significant relationships between most of the PT and ToM tasks. The tasks that remained significantly positively correlated were the diverse desire task and the diverse belief task, the turtle task and the perspective-taking task, the turtle task and the perspective-confronting task, and the perspective-taking task and the perspective-confronting task. This suggests that children’s verbal ability accounted for the relationship between the turtle task and the false belief task.

**Correlations with grass/snow task partialled out.** Controlling for the effects of inhibition (Table 4), partial correlations continued to show significant associations between the
diverse desire task and the diverse belief task, the turtle task and the perspective-confronting task, and the perspective-taking task and the perspective-confronting task. This suggests that inhibition accounted for the relationship between the turtle task and the false belief task, and the relationship between the turtle task and the perspective-taking task. In addition, after controlling for inhibition, the relationship between the diverse desire task and the turtle task became significantly negatively correlated.

**Correlations with expressive vocabulary subtest and grass/snow task partialled out.**

Controlling for the effects of both inhibition and verbal ability (Table 5), the partial correlation between the perspective-taking task and the perspective-confronting task remained significant. This demonstrates that inhibition and verbal ability together accounted for all of the other significant positive correlations between the tasks. Additionally, the negative correlation between the diverse desire task and the turtle task remained significant after controlling for both verbal ability and inhibition.
Table 3

Zero-order and partial correlations among PT tasks, ToM tasks, and K-ABC, control questions included

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Diverse Desire</td>
<td>.29**</td>
<td>-.11</td>
<td>-.11</td>
<td>.18</td>
<td>.21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Diverse Belief</td>
<td>.31**</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>-.01</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. False Belief</td>
<td>-.05</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Turtle Task</td>
<td>-.02</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>.27*</td>
<td>.25*</td>
<td>.23*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Perspective-taking</td>
<td>.21</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>.12</td>
<td>.32**</td>
<td>.32**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Perspective-confronting</td>
<td>.27*</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>.19</td>
<td>.39**</td>
<td>.39**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Expressive Vocabulary</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>.27*</td>
<td>.45**</td>
<td>.24*</td>
<td>.46**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note. * indicates $p < .05$; ** indicates $p < .01$. Italicized correlations represent partial correlations with K-ABC expressive vocabulary partialled out.
Table 4

Zero-order and partial correlations among PT, ToM tasks, and grass/snow, control questions included

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Diverse Desire</td>
<td></td>
<td>.22*</td>
<td>-.15</td>
<td>-.22*</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Diverse Belief</td>
<td>.31**</td>
<td></td>
<td>-.01</td>
<td>-.04</td>
<td>-.10</td>
<td>-.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. False Belief</td>
<td>-.05</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td></td>
<td>.21</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Turtle Task</td>
<td>-.02</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>.27*</td>
<td></td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>.23*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Perspective-taking</td>
<td>.21</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>.12</td>
<td>.32**</td>
<td></td>
<td>.24*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Perspective-confronting</td>
<td>.27*</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>.19</td>
<td>.39**</td>
<td>.39**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Grass/snow</td>
<td>.41**</td>
<td>.29**</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>.40**</td>
<td>.37**</td>
<td>.53**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. * indicates p < .05; ** indicates p < .01. Italicized correlations represent partial correlations with grass/snow partialled out.
Table 5

Zero-order and partial correlations among PT, ToM tasks, K-ABC and grass/snow task, control questions included

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Diverse Desire</td>
<td>.21</td>
<td>-.16</td>
<td>-.24*</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Diverse Belief</td>
<td>.31**</td>
<td>-.02</td>
<td>-.06</td>
<td>-.10</td>
<td>-.09</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. False Belief</td>
<td>-.05</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Turtle Task</td>
<td>-.02</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>.27*</td>
<td>.18</td>
<td>.13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Perspective-taking</td>
<td>.21</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>.12</td>
<td>.32**</td>
<td>.22*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Perspective-confronting</td>
<td>.27*</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>.19</td>
<td>.39**</td>
<td>.39**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Expressive Vocabulary</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>.27*</td>
<td>.45**</td>
<td>.24*</td>
<td>.46**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Grass/snow</td>
<td>.41**</td>
<td>.29**</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>.41**</td>
<td>.37**</td>
<td>.53**</td>
<td>.41**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. * indicates p < .05; ** indicates p < .01. Italicized correlations represent partial correlations with grass/snow and K-ABC expressive vocabulary partialed out.

Linear and Logistic Regressions

Linear regressions and binary logistic regressions were calculated to predict task success based on age in months. A power analysis for linear and logistic regressions was conducted using an alpha of 0.05, a power of 0.80, and a medium effect size ($\eta^2 = .10$; Cohen, 1988). Based on these assumptions, the analysis demonstrated a desired sample size of 79. Linear regressions were computed for the multinomial measures (K-ABC subtest, the grass/snow task, the perspective-taking task and the perspective-confronting task; see Table 6), and binary logistic
regressions were computed for the binomial measures (the turtle task and all 3 ToM tasks; see Table 7; Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007). Age was a significant predictor of performance on the grass/snow task, the K-ABC expressive vocabulary subtest, the perspective-taking task, the perspective-confronting task, and the turtle task, with older age predicting better performance. Age was not found to be a significant predictor of performance on the diverse desire, diverse belief, or false belief task. Harrell (2015) recommends reporting the Wald statistics when performing binary logistic regressions. For the turtle task, an increase in age was associated with an increase in the odds of passing the turtle task, with an odds ratio of 1.17 (95% CI, [1.06, 1.28]), Wald $X^2(1) = 10.47, p < .001$.

Table 6

Linear regressions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent Variable</th>
<th>$R^2$</th>
<th>$F^2$</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>$F$</th>
<th>Significance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grass/Snow</td>
<td>.32</td>
<td>.47</td>
<td>3413.01</td>
<td>39.22</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-ABC</td>
<td>.26</td>
<td>.35</td>
<td>339.85</td>
<td>28.79</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perspective-taking task</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>5.502</td>
<td>9.52</td>
<td>.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perspective-confronting task</td>
<td>.30</td>
<td>.43</td>
<td>66.45</td>
<td>34.98</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* Predictor is age in months.
Table 7
Logistic binary regressions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent Variable</th>
<th>$B$</th>
<th>$SE\ B$</th>
<th>$R^2$</th>
<th>$F^2$</th>
<th>Exp($B$)</th>
<th>CI Exp($B$)</th>
<th>Wald $X^2$</th>
<th>Significance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Turtle task</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>.18</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>1.06 – 1.28</td>
<td>10.47</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diverse desire task</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>1.00 – 1.16</td>
<td>3.62</td>
<td>.057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diverse belief task</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>.94 – 1.07</td>
<td>.006</td>
<td>.939</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False belief task</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>.99 – 1.13</td>
<td>2.31</td>
<td>.129</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* Predictor is age in months. R-squared is Cox & Snell R-squared. $SE$ and CI are used to represent standard error and 95% confidence interval, respectively.
**Item Difficulty**

Another aim of the study was to assess the difficulty of each task. Tables 8 and 9 present the proportion of children correct on each task. With control questions included, the order of task difficulty from easiest to hardest was the perspective-taking task, the turtle task, the diverse desire task, the perspective-confronting task, the diverse belief task, and finally the false belief task. With control questions excluded, the order of task difficulty from easiest to hardest was the perspective-taking task, the diverse desire task, the turtle task, the perspective-confronting task, and finally the diverse belief task and the false belief task with the exact same proportion of children correct.

Table 8

Proportion of children correct on each task, control questions included

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Perspective-taking (87%)</td>
<td>Child understands that someone else can see the same object in a different colour than they see it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turtle Task (69%)</td>
<td>Child understands that someone can see a picture from a different perspective than they do.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diverse desire (68%)</td>
<td>Child understands that someone else can have a different desire than himself/herself about the same objects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perspective-confronting (60%)</td>
<td>Child understands both how they see an object and also how someone else sees that object differently.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diverse belief (40%)</td>
<td>Child understands that someone else can have a different belief than himself/herself about the same object, when the child does not know which belief is true or false.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False Belief (30%)</td>
<td>Child understands how someone will search for an object, given that person’s incorrect belief.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 9

Proportion of children correct on each task, with control questions excluded

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Perspective-taking (87%)</td>
<td>Child understands that someone else can see the same object in a different colour than they see it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diverse desire (83%)</td>
<td>Child understands that someone else can have a different desire than himself/herself about the same objects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turtle Task (69%)</td>
<td>Child understands that someone can see a picture from a different perspective than they do.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perspective-confronting (60%)</td>
<td>Child understands both how they see an object and also how someone else sees that object differently.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diverse belief (50%)</td>
<td>Child understands that someone else can have a different belief than himself/herself about the same object, when the child does not know which belief is true or false.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False Belief (50%)</td>
<td>Child understands how someone will search for an object, given that person’s incorrect belief.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition to investigating the relative difficulties of the tasks, the scalability of the tasks was assessed using Rasch and Guttman methods. Both Rasch and Guttman models order dichotomous tasks on a continuum. To prepare the data for the Rasch and Guttman analysis, the perspective-confronting task and the perspective-taking task scores were converted into dichotomous scores. To maintain consistency, since there was only a single trial of the turtle task, only the first trials from both tasks were used. If children passed the first trial, they were assigned a score of 1 and if they failed the first trial, they were assigned a score of score of 0. For the turtle task and the perspective-confronting task, the child had to get both their own perspective and the experimenter’s perspective correct from the first trial to receive a score of 1. For the perspective-taking task, the child was only required to answer a question about the experimenter’s perspective from the first trial to receive a score of 1. Descriptive statistics for the
perspective-confronting task and the perspective-taking task after being converted into
dichotomous scores are presented in Table 10.

Table 10

Mean, standard deviation and range of tasks converted to dichotomous scores

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Perspective-taking</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>0 – 1</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perspective-confronting</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>0 – 1</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. $M$ and $SD$ are used to represent mean and standard deviation, respectively.

**Rasch analysis.** The Rasch model is a type of one-parameter item response theory
model. In contrast to a three-parameter item response theory model, the Rasch model does not
include a parameter that accounts for guessing, and the Rasch model assumes that all items that
fit the model have equivalent discriminations. The Rasch model creates the most probable
response pattern for a participant when items are ordered from least difficult to most difficult,
and each participant and item deviation from that order can be assessed (Bond & Fox, 2001). The
Rasch model is probabilistic. If a participant passed a task that was in the middle of the scale, it
is probable that they also passed the tasks ranked as easier on the scale. Table 11 shows the item
parameters, person parameters, error, and standardized infit and outfit values for the six item
Rasch model with control questions included. Table 12 presents the same information but with
the control questions excluded. Means and standard deviations for parameter estimates, error,
infit and outfit values are also reported. The Rasch model provides a statistical test for measuring
unidimensionality. If the items fit the Rasch model, then they measure the same dimension
(Müller, Sokol, & Overton, 1999).
Item parameter values are estimated as easiness parameters using conditional maximum likelihood (Mair, Hatzinger, & Maier, 2009). Infit and outfit values are calculated for both tasks and participants and are used to identify the tasks and participants whose pattern of responses deviate more than expected from the single underlying continuum (Bond & Fox, 2011). Outfit values are more sensitive to participants who have an unexpected response on an item that would theoretically be either easy or hard for them (e.g., an item far from a person’s or item’s parameter estimate). Infit values are more sensitive to participants with unexpected responses on an item that is roughly at their difficulty level (e.g., an item close to a person’s or item’s parameter estimate). Infit and outfit t values greater than 2.0 indicate misfit (Bond & Fox). Negative values suggest that there is overfit of the model, indicating that the model may be more deterministic (like the Guttman scale) than probabilistic. In the computation of item and person infit and outfit, participants who got all tasks correct (6/6) or got all tasks incorrect (0/6) were excluded as the analysis cannot provide accurate estimates for these individuals because they are either too capable or not capable enough, and it is unclear where their true ability level lies (e.g. very low or very high; Müller et al., 1999).

As shown in Table 11, all item fit statistics are less than 2.0, and the mean fit statistics for item fit are reasonable (standardized infit, $M = -0.53$, $SD = 0.69$; standardized outfit, $M = -0.41$, $SD = 0.91$). Mean fit statistics for person fit are good, with the means being close to the expected value of 0 (standardized infit, $M = -0.10$, $SD = 0.87$; standardized outfit, $M = -0.02$, $SD = 0.82$). As shown in Table 12, all the item fit statistics for the model without control questions are less than 2.0 except the turtle task, which has an infit value of -2.14 and an outfit value of -2.23. For this model, the mean fit statistics are also reasonable (standardized infit, $M = -0.41$, $SD = 1.12$; standardized outfit, $M = -0.33$, $SD = 1.15$), and the mean fit statistics for person fit are also good.
(standardized infit, $M = -0.07$, $SD = 0.91$; standardized outfit, $M = -0.02$, $SD = 0.93$). These fit statistics demonstrate that these 6 items fit the Rasch model well, and that the items fit slightly better when control questions are included in the model.

Person parameter estimates were correlated with age in months. With control questions included, person parameters and age in months were significantly correlated, $r(82) = .42$, $p < .001$. Without control questions included, person parameters and age in months were also significantly correlated, $r(82) = .34$, $p < .01$. 
Table 11

Item and Person Summary and Fit Statistics for the Rasch Model with control questions included

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>Error</th>
<th>Infit $t$</th>
<th>Outfit $t$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diverse Belief</td>
<td>-0.96</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False Belief</td>
<td>-1.49</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>-0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turtle Task</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>-1.27</td>
<td>-1.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perspective-taking</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>-0.27</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perspective-confronting</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>-1.55</td>
<td>-1.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diverse Desire</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>-0.53</td>
<td>-0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$SD$</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Person ability and fit statistics

| Mean | 0.47 | 1.01 | -0.10 | -0.02 |
| $SD$ | 1.15 | 0.11 | 0.87 | 0.82 |

Note. Expected values for infit $t$ and outfit $t$ is a mean of 0 and standard deviation of 1.0; fit statistics > 2.0 indicate misfit. Item parameters estimated in terms of easiness, with higher numbers indicating an easier task. Infit and outfit values calculated using 77 participants.
Table 12
Item and Person Summary and Fit Statistics for the Rasch Model with control questions excluded

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>Error</th>
<th>Infit t</th>
<th>Outfit t</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diverse Belief</td>
<td>-0.88</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False Belief</td>
<td>-0.88</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turtle Task</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>-2.14</td>
<td>-2.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perspective-taking</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>-0.65</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perspective-confronting</td>
<td>-0.43</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>-1.17</td>
<td>-1.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diverse Desire</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>-0.41</td>
<td>-0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>1.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Person ability and fit statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* Expected values for infit t and outfit t is a mean of 0 and standard deviation of 1.0; fit statistics > 2.0 indicate misfit. Item parameters estimated in terms of easiness, with higher numbers indicating an easier task. Infit and outfit values calculated using 70 participants.

Figure 1 shows the parameter estimates and error values for the Rasch model for all six tasks with the control questions included. Figure 2 shows the parameter estimates and error values for the Rasch model for all six tasks with the control questions excluded.
**Figure 1.** Parameter estimates and error values for the Rasch model with control questions included.

**Figure 2.** Parameter estimates and error values for the Rasch model with control questions excluded.

**Guttman scaling.** In contrast to the Rasch model, Guttman scaling is a stringent way of ranking items. Guttman scaling requires that when a child gets one scale item incorrect, they must have passed all previous items on the scale. Therefore, if we know a child’s score on the
scale, then there is only one possible response pattern they could have exhibited and we can conclude exactly how the child performed on each task. Guttman scalogram analysis was completed for the model with the control questions included because it showed a better fit with the Rasch model. In addition, since diverse belief and false belief were comparable in difficulty level when control questions were excluded, criteria would likely not be met for a Guttman scale (Hiller, Weber, & Young, 2014). Table 13 shows the Guttman scalogram results for the 6 tasks with control questions included. As shown in Table 13, 42% of children (35 of 84) fit this 6-item Guttman scale precisely. The coefficient of reproducibility, a standard statistic for a Guttman scale, is .87 (Green, 1956). Values greater than .90 suggest that the items are scalable.

Table 13
Guttman scalogram for six tasks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pattern</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>Other patterns</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PT</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DD</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DB</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FB</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participants</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 13 shows the Guttman scalogram results for the 6 tasks with control questions included. As shown in Table 13, 42% of children (35 of 84) fit this 6-item Guttman scale precisely. The coefficient of reproducibility, a standard statistic for a Guttman scale, is .87 (Green, 1956). Values greater than .90 suggest that the items are scalable.
Discussion

The aim of the present study was to gather information about the relationship between PT and ToM. The primary objectives were to investigate the relative difficulties of several PT and ToM tasks, and to evaluate whether PT and ToM develop along a single continuum. Additional aims of the present study were to investigate the relationships between the PT and ToM tasks with inhibition and verbal ability, and to examine whether the distinctions made within PT (e.g. perspective-taking and perspective-confronting) are valid.

Task Difficulty

It was hypothesized that task difficulty, from easiest to most challenging, would be perspective-taking, turtle task, perspective-confronting, and finally explicit false belief. No specific hypotheses were made regarding diverse desire and diverse belief. Results of task performance support this hypothesized order. The difficulty of diverse desire and diverse belief changed depending on whether control questions were included or not. With control questions included, diverse desire and diverse belief were much more challenging for children to pass. On the one hand, this makes sense due to the change in probability of passing the task by chance (must get both target and control questions correct to receive a score of 1). On the other hand, it appeared that children would sometimes become confused by the control question after answering the target question correctly. The repetitive nature of asking “Where does Linda think her cat is?” right after asking “Where will Linda look for her cat?” appeared to confuse some children even when it seemed they had a good grasp of the task. Of the 42 children who passed the diverse belief target question, 8 failed the related control question. Of the 70 children who passed the diverse desire target question, 13 failed the related control question. Control questions were asked to assess the child’s understanding of reality, or of someone else’s state of mind. If a
child answered the target question incorrectly, we could check the control question to evaluate whether they understood what the other person desired or believed, yet still held an egocentric perspective that the individual would choose/believe the same as themselves. If the child did not correctly answer the target and control questions, then one can assume they did not understand the task format and questions (Wellman & Liu, 2004). The children who answered the target question correctly, but not the control question, are somewhat of an anomaly. They were either arbitrarily guessing for the target question and getting it correct, without really understanding the task, or they were able to answer the target question correctly because they understood the task but then became confused by the repetitive questioning, and changed their answer for the control question (to the incorrect response). Children may infer that we repeated the question because their first response was incorrect, consequently changing their answer for the control question.

When control questions were excluded, children performed equally well on the diverse belief task and the false belief task. This demonstrates that children correctly answered that Scott would look in his closet for his mittens even though they were actually in his backpack just as often as children correctly answered that Linda would look for her cat in the opposite location compared to where the children thought the cat was hiding. When children were asked where the mittens really were, and where Linda thought her cat was, children were more successful at answering the diverse belief control question (about the cat’s location) correctly than the false belief control question (about the mittens’ location). This suggests that the control questions are an important part of the task, because past research has consistently found that the diverse belief task is easier for children than the false belief task (Hiller, Weber, & Young, 2014; Wellman & Liu, 2004; Zhang, Shao, & Zhang, 2016).
Although children performed as we hypothesized on the turtle task relative to the other tasks in the scale, children in this study were able to pass the turtle task at a younger age than past research has suggested. Perner et al. (2002) and Moll et al. (2013) argue that children cannot pass perspective-confronting tasks until 4- to 4.5-years old, and more specifically, Masangkay et al. (1978) found that it was not until 4.5-years old when children were able to pass the turtle task. The findings of the present study suggest that children as young as 3-years old are able to pass the turtle task. Out of the 56 three-year olds in the study, 59% passed the turtle task. In addition, results of the present study suggest that Flavell (1992) and Perner et al.’s (2002) claim that level 2 PT tasks and false belief tasks measure the same ability is incorrect. Results suggest that false belief understanding is more challenging for preschoolers than all three of the level 2 PT tasks administered. False belief understanding requires children to accept that someone’s belief can be false, which is not a requirement of the level 2 PT tasks.

It was also hypothesized that age would be a significant predictor of task success on all eight tasks, with older age predicting better performance. Linear and logistic regressions provided support for this hypothesis for the grass/snow task, the expressive vocabulary subtest, the turtle task, the perspective-taking task, and the perspective-confronting task. Age did not predict success on the three ToM tasks. One potential reason for this finding may be the limited age range of the children tested. In addition, there was an uneven distribution of 3-year olds and 4-year olds, with more 3-year olds included in the sample.

**Subjectivity Scale**

Another main goal of this study was to evaluate whether PT and ToM tasks would develop along a single dimension. Although the criterion was not met for the stringent Guttman scale, results of the probabilistic Rasch analysis demonstrated good internal consistency between
the six tasks, with all PT and ToM tasks fitting the Rasch model. This finding supports past hypotheses that PT and ToM may be measuring the same underlying concept (Flavell, 1992). Fit statistics were better for the model with the control questions included. This could indicate that the ToM tasks with the control questions are capturing a child’s understanding of subjectivity more accurately compared to using the target question alone. This finding is somewhat contradictory to the above discussion regarding children being confused by the control questions. Perhaps the better model fit with control questions is because including both target and control questions more accurately represents children’s understanding of the task. If children were not confused by the control question, including the control question as part of the dichotomous score more accurately captures the level of understanding of children who passed the target question by guessing (since they should not pass the task), which in turn would result in a better fit for the Rasch model.

The results of the Rasch analysis suggest that there are multiple steps preschoolers go through to develop an increasing understanding of subjectivity. I think conceptualizing these achievements in PT and ToM as the increasing understanding of subjectivity incorporates both constructs nicely. Although being aware of subjectivity requires the ability to see different perspectives, it is a broader term that encompasses a wide range of understanding including both visual and mentalistic perspectives. The Rasch scale represents a series of steps children take as they advance and learn more about varying perspectives and mental states. The good fit statistics for the Rasch model indicate that this six-item model could be used in the future to measure the degree of subjectivity understanding in preschoolers. Using their ToM scale, Wellman and Liu (2004) found progressive conceptual development underlying ToM understanding with some aspects of ToM being reliably more challenging than others. This study expands those findings
and provides evidence for a wider degree of conceptual development in preschoolers that encompasses both PT and ToM, while still showing that some aspects of social understanding are reliably easier (e.g. perspective-taking) than others (e.g. false belief understanding).

**Inhibition and Verbal ability**

Before controlling for verbal abilities or inhibitory skills, many of the PT and ToM tasks were significantly correlated. Interestingly, after controlling for both verbal ability and inhibition, the only tasks that remained significantly positively correlated were the perspective-taking task and the perspective-confronting task. Verbal ability on its own accounted for the relationship between the turtle task and the false belief task, and inhibition accounted for the relationship between the turtle task and the false belief task, and the relationship between the turtle task and the perspective-taking task. Meta-analyses by Devine and Hughes (2014) and Milligan et al. (2007) investigated the relationship between false belief understanding with executive function and language, respectively. These studies found that language and executive function play a large role in the development of false belief understanding, with longitudinal research demonstrating that language and executive function predict false belief understanding. This study adds to this past research by showing that verbal ability and inhibition are not just related to false belief understanding, but also to other ToM abilities and visual PT tasks as well.

Thinking about these relationships in regards to the Rasch model, it raises the question of whether the Rasch scale is really measuring subjectivity if executive function and verbal abilities account for the relationships among the PT and ToM tasks. On the one hand, it is possible that the Rasch model is actually measuring children’s executive function and verbal abilities, with the more challenging tasks requiring higher inhibitory and/or verbal abilities. On the other hand, although the grass/snow task and the expressive vocabulary subtest were significantly correlated
with almost all of the PT and ToM tasks, there was no clear finding that suggests the tasks that were more challenging (e.g. false belief) required higher inhibitory or language skills than the easier tasks (e.g. the turtle task). More research needs to be conducted to determine whether the relationship between ToM and PT is due to the involvement of executive function and verbal ability, or whether there is a unique ability that holds ToM and PT together.

**Relationship between PT and ToM**

An additional goal of this study was to investigate the relationship between PT and ToM. Past research has discussed PT as a specific case of ToM (Barnes-Holmes et al., 2004), and although on the basis of findings from this study I cannot conclude whether that is the case or not, the results do confirm that the two constructs are related. The results demonstrate that PT and ToM skills develop together, with easier PT and ToM skills developing before more challenging PT and ToM skills. The scaling of both PT and ToM tasks along one dimension suggests a possible reciprocal relationship between the constructs, with the understanding of simpler PT and ToM abilities supporting the understanding of more challenging PT and ToM skills. If the understanding of subjectivity is what unites both PT and ToM, perhaps easier levels of subjectivity understanding (e.g., that someone can have a different perspective from oneself) can scaffold the understanding of more complex levels of subjectivity (e.g., understanding that someone can have a belief that is not true). Referring back to Flavell’s (1972) mediation sequence, earlier developing subjectivity understanding may help in the achievement of later developing subjectivity understanding.

**Distinctions Among Constructs**

When verbal ability and inhibition were controlled for separately, the relation between the turtle task and the perspective-confronting task remained significant. This supports the
hypothesis by Moll et al. (2013) that their perspective-confronting task is measuring the same ability as the turtle task. However, when both verbal ability and inhibition were controlled for, the correlation between the turtle task and the perspective-confronting task was no longer significant. Although Moll et al. is correct that the two tasks are related, they may be related due to similar cognitive demands (verbal ability and inhibition) as opposed to their relation in confronting perspectives.

Even though the turtle task and the perspective-confronting task were positively correlated, the turtle task was less challenging for children than the perspective-confronting task. This could be due to more difficult task demands in the perspective-confronting task, in which children must understand that a yellow-tinted screen changes the perception of a blue animal to appear green. The turtle task does not require that extra level of understanding and only requires a child to understand that depending on where an individual is sitting at a table, a stationary picture will look different (e.g., upside down) from different positions. Furthermore, the turtle task includes an extra level of interaction when the child is asked to switch seats with the experimenter. The meta-analysis by Wellman et al. (2001) demonstrated that when children are actively engaged in ToM tasks (e.g. helping with the change of location during a false belief task), it increases the odds of them being correct by 1.96 over task versions with a passive participant who only observes the task. In the turtle task, switching seats is similar to the active engagement demonstrated in the ToM tasks, in which children play an active role in changing either their own visual perspective or that of the experimenter, or the belief that a character holds. This extra engagement with the children may increase their motivation and attention, and in turn help to improve their performance on the task.
The difference in difficulty level between the perspective-taking task and the perspective-confronting task provides evidence for Moll et al.’s (2013) and Perner et al.’s (2002) distinction between the two abilities. The turtle task distributes between these two tasks, but is closer in difficulty level to the perspective-confronting task. Furthermore, the perspective-taking task matches the perspective-confronting task in terms of more challenging task demands; therefore, children may actually perform better on a different type of perspective-taking task that does not require the understanding of the yellow screen.

The results of this study add to the literature on social understanding by providing information about ToM, visual PT, inhibition, verbal ability, and their relationships. As discussed earlier, aspects of social understanding such as ToM and PT are predictive of children’s social skills. The results of this study suggest that young children could benefit from interventions targeting their inhibition and verbal ability to indirectly aid in their social understanding. In addition, directly training ToM and PT skills could also benefit children’s social understanding and improve social skills. A review by Kloo and Perner (2008) found several ToM and executive function training programs that have been shown to improve ToM and executive functions skills in young children. One study by Fisher and Happé (2005) that examined the effectiveness of training children with autism spectrum disorders on ToM found that not only did training children on ToM improve ToM, training children on an executive function task that required set-shifting also improved ToM. There is less research that has investigated training visual PT, but one study found that training visual PT using a drawing intervention resulted in a positive change in PT abilities (Cigala, Mori, & Fangareggi, 2015).
Limitations of the Current Study

Although the results of the Rasch analysis do suggest that the tasks fit along one continuum, meaning they could be potentially measuring the same underlying trait, it is important to be aware of the possibility for confirmation bias. We can reject the hypothesis that these six items do not fit the Rasch model, but we cannot say for certain that all six tasks are measuring the same latent trait. For example, it is possible to include a task in a Rasch analysis that is completely unrelated (e.g. one math task along with the ToM and PT tasks) and still find that all tasks fit the model. Consequently, although it is important and meaningful that the six ToM and PT tasks do not fit the Rasch model, it is of note that we cannot guarantee they are measuring the same trait.

An additional limitation of this study is the potential working memory demands during the ToM/PT tasks. This is a limitation because I hypothesize that some tasks require more working memory than others, impacting task difficulty differentially based on working memory abilities. While many of the tasks administered were quite short in length, there was still a component of working memory required to be successful. In regards to the ToM tasks, once the premise is explained to the child, they are immediately asked the target question, and then asked the control question. Although the premise is relatively short (see Appendix B, D and G), there is still enough information that it could be challenging for children to hold it in their mind as they answer both the target and control questions. I believe that ToM tasks require more working memory than the visual PT tasks do, as the ToM tasks require you to hold the story in mind and manipulate the information to answer correctly.

Although we did not include a specific measure of working memory, Carlson and Moses (2001) argue that the grass/snow task is a measure of what they call conflict inhibition, and that it
actually requires both inhibitory abilities and working memory. For the grass/snow task, there are 16 trials for children to complete and there is no repetition of the task rules partway through the trials. Children must hold the rules of the game in their mind as they play the game and try to inhibit their pre-potent response. It is clear that there is a relationship between the grass/snow task and almost all of the PT and ToM tasks administered in this study. However, it is unclear whether the relationship is in regards to specific task demands in the ToM and PT tasks that require working memory, or whether the ability to take someone else’s perspective and understand others’ mental states requires working memory. The grass/snow task was significantly correlated with all PT and ToM tasks except for the false belief task. Although I postulated that working memory would play a larger role in the ToM tasks than the PT tasks, since grass/snow measures both working memory and inhibition, we do not have a clear picture of which tasks involved more working memory independently of involving inhibition.

Another limitation is the cross-sectional nature of the study. Although past research suggests that executive function and language predict false belief understanding, this study cannot comment on the directionality of the relationship between conflict inhibition, verbal ability, PT and ToM.

**Future Directions**

To expand on the findings from this study, future research should conduct a longitudinal study to look at ToM, PT, executive function and language. Examining the directionality between executive function, language, and different measures of ToM and PT would help add to the literature that has found an asymmetric pattern of relations between executive function and language with false belief understanding (Devine & Hughes, 2014; Milligan et al., 2007). Furthermore, incorporating more varied measures of executive function (e.g. working memory,
task switching) would help elucidate which specific aspects of executive function are involved in which tasks. Additionally, longitudinal research would help to clarify the potential reciprocal relations between PT and ToM suggested earlier.

In addition to the directionality of these relationships, trying to tease apart extraneous cognitive demands from the PT and ToM tasks is another area for future research. Although there is not much that can be done to reduce the inhibitory abilities required for these tasks, there are task manipulations that could be incorporated to reduce the involvement of language and working memory. Having a more clear visual display of the events in each ToM story would help to lessen the load on children’s working memory. There are also modifications that could be made to reduce the amount of language required in task performance. Call and Tomasello (1999) tested children on both a traditional false belief task and a nonverbal false belief task, and found that the two tasks were highly correlated. In this study, the turtle task required more expressive language than the other tasks since all the other tasks offered a pointing/grabbing option. Choosing tasks that require an equal amount of language would be helpful when investigating task difficulties relative to one another. Using nonverbal tasks would help to tease apart language from the ToM and PT tasks and provide a more pure measure of ToM and PT.

One interesting finding of this study was that after controlling for verbal ability and inhibition, there was a significant negative correlation between the diverse desire task and the turtle task. This unexpected and unusual negative relationship between a PT and ToM task lends itself to further investigation to see if this association would be replicable in a future study.

Another relevant follow-up to this study would be to add more ToM and PT tasks and evaluate whether they still create a unitary scale. If a wider range of PT and ToM tasks (e.g. adding emotion-related ToM tasks and level 1 PT tasks) were found to scale onto one dimension,
this could provide a broader measure of subjectivity understanding for children. In addition, it would provide more information about the relative difficulties of different PT and ToM skills.

Finally, administering measures of perspective-taking and perspective-confronting that do not require the understanding of the yellow-tinted screen would provide more clear evidence for the distinction between these abilities. Furthermore, comparing Perner et al.’s (2002) understanding of confronting perspectives with Moll et al.’s (2013) description of perspective-confronting is another area for future research. Looking at within-person confronting perspectives (Perner et al.) compared to between-person perspective-confronting (Moll et al.) and whether they are equally as challenging for children would be an interesting study to help confirm the different levels of PT and the varying difficulty of different tasks.

**Conclusion**

The aim of the present study was to add to the literature on social understanding in children by examining the relationship between PT and ToM and how they develop in preschoolers. In line with past research that has suggested an association between PT and ToM, the results indicated that PT and ToM develop along a single continuum. I propose that these six tasks are measuring an increasing understanding of subjectivity in children, and that this six-item scale can be used to assess preschoolers’ understanding of subjectivity. Results also show that understanding that others’ beliefs can be false is the most challenging of all six of the tasks administered. Findings of this study support Moll et al.’s (2013) suggestion that level 2 PT can be further divided into perspective-taking and perspective-confronting, with perspective-confronting being more challenging. Furthermore, results highlighted the significant role inhibition and verbal ability play in the completion of these tasks. Future longitudinal research
should be conducted to understand the directionality of the relationships between language, executive function, and a variety of PT and ToM tasks.
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Appendix A

1. **Grass/Snow** (Carlson & Moses, 2001)

*Materials:* Green square, white square, felt hand prints for children to place their hand

*Notes:* 1. Trial is considered self-corrected if child originally moves towards the wrong colour, but then changes directions and chooses the right colour. 2. Timing through the trials should be paced appropriately, leaving enough time for children to return to the red handprints each time. 3. Provide reminders if child is not returning to handprints.

Can you tell me what is the color of snow?

**Can you tell me what is the color of grass? Very good!** (Place green and white squares on table in front of child approximately 12-18 inches apart from one another)

Now, we are going to play a silly opposites game, where every time I say snow I want you to point to the green color (*point to green square*) and every time I say grass, I want you to point to the white color (*point to white square*).

Let’s practice, first please put your hands on the red hand shapes on the table (*Tape handprints to table*). Please put both your hands back on the handprints each time. Ready? Grass. Snow. These are teaching trials, and instructions can be repeated if child does not understand.

Trials will be administered in the following fixed order:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target Card</th>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Grass</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>2 1 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Snow</td>
<td>Green</td>
<td>2 1 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Snow</td>
<td>Green</td>
<td>2 1 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Grass</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>2 1 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Snow</td>
<td>Green</td>
<td>2 1 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Grass</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>2 1 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Grass</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>2 1 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Snow</td>
<td>Green</td>
<td>2 1 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Snow</td>
<td>Green</td>
<td>2 1 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Grass</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>2 1 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Snow</td>
<td>Green</td>
<td>2 1 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Grass</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>2 1 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Grass</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>2 1 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Snow</td>
<td>Green</td>
<td>2 1 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Grass</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>2 1 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. Snow</td>
<td>Green</td>
<td>2 1 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total Score Grass/Snow: ___________ / 32

Scoring: 0 for pointing incorrectly, 1 for self-correcting, 2 for correct pointing.
Appendix B

2. Diverse desire Task (Wellman & Liu, 2004)

*Materials:* Mr. Jones figurine, and pictures of a cookie and a carrot

*Notes:* If child says they do not know, or want to choose more than one option, you can tell them to just choose one and to make their best guess.

*Here’s Mr. Jones (hold up Mr. Jones).* It’s snack time, so, Mr. Jones wants a snack to eat. Here are two different snacks: a carrot and a cookie (place pictures down on table). Which snack would you like best? Would you like a carrot or a cookie best?

Own desire: carrot cookie

Well, that’s a good choice, but Mr. Jones really likes [opposite of own desire]. He doesn’t like [own desire]. What he likes best are [opposite of own desire].

‘So, now it’s time to eat. Mr. Jones can only choose one snack, just one. Which snack will Mr. Jones choose? A carrot or a cookie?

Target answer: carrot cookie

What snack does Mr. Jones like best?

Control question: carrot cookie

Score: 0 1

(0 if target is same as own answer, or if target and own are opposite but control is wrong, 1 if target is opposite of own answer and control question correct)
### Appendix C

3. **Turtle Task** (Masangkay et al., 1978)

*Materials:* Picture of a turtle, cup

Use a cup and demonstrate what right side up and upside-down means. See this cup? When I place the cup like this (*right side up*), it is right side up, but when I place the cup like this (*upside down*), now it is upside down. (*Place cup right side up again*) Is the cup upside down or right side up? (*Put cup away*). If child answers incorrectly, explain again and then move on.

Did child understand cup demo?  
Yes  
No

Place a card with a picture of a turtle on the table between the child and the experimenter. The child sits opposite the experimenter facing him/her.

**Look at the picture of this turtle. Is the turtle lying upside down or right side up?** This is a teaching trial. If child answers incorrectly, you can explain the answer and ask the question again.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Circle child’s response:</th>
<th>upside down</th>
<th>right side up</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>If child isn’t able to say “upside down” or “right side up”, ask: (and circle response)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Is the turtle lying on its back or **standing on its feet**?

Ok, let’s switch chairs now.

Experimenter and child switch seats so that the child sits where the experimenter used to be sitting.

Now when you see the turtle, is he upside down or right side up?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Circle child’s response:</th>
<th>upside down</th>
<th>right side up</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>If child isn’t able to say “upside down” or “right side up”, ask: (and circle response)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Is the turtle lying on its back or standing on its feet?

When I look at the turtle, from my seat, where you were sitting before, do I see the turtle upside down or right side up?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Child’s response:</th>
<th>upside down</th>
<th>right side up</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>If child isn’t able to say “upside down” or “right side up”, ask: (and circle response)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Is the turtle lying on its back or **standing on its feet**?

**Score:**  
0  
1  
2  
(0 if none of the previous two questions correct, 1 if one of the previous two questions correct, 2 if both of the previous two questions correct)
4. **Diverse belief Task** (Wellman & Liu, 2004)

*Materials:* Linda figurine, pictures of a bush and a garage

*Notes:* If child says they do not know, you can tell them to give their best guess.

Here’s Linda. Linda wants to find her cat. Her cat might be hiding in the bushes (*place image of bush on table*) or it might be hiding in the garage (*place image of garage on table*). Where do you think the cat is? In the bushes or in the garage?

**Own belief:** bushes garage

Well, that’s a good idea, but Linda thinks her cat is in the [opposite]. She thinks her cat is in the [opposite].

So where will Linda look for her cat? In the bushes or in the garage?

**Target answer:** bushes garage

**Where does Linda think her cat is?**

**Control question:** bushes garage

**Score:** 0 1

(0 if target is same as own answer or if target and own opposite but control wrong, 1 if target is opposite of own answer and control correct)
Appendix E

5. **Perspective-taking Task** (Moll, Meltzoff, Merzsch, & Tomasello, 2013)

*Materials:* yellow-tinted screen, clear screen, 4 pairs of blue animal images, stickies for animals, bag

*Notes:* Have a second chair on your side for the child to come sit in.

We are going to play a game where you sometimes sit there (*gesture to child’s seat*) and sometimes you sit here (*gesture to own seat*).

**Colour Comprehension**

*(Bring out the 4 different coloured flowers and place them on table in the order: white, blue, yellow, and green from the child’s left to right)*

Here are 4 flowers. Can you show me the green/yellow/blue/white flower? Ask child in the order listed.

Got colours correct? ___________________

Child is encouraged to choose the flower. If child is wrong, point out the correct one and ask again. (*This one is the blue one! Now can you show me the blue one?*) This can be repeated twice if child is incorrect, then move on to next colour.

At the end when all 4 flowers were shown, announce how game goes:
Let’s play a game. The game goes that you put the things I like in my bag. This my bag right here. (*Place bag on edge of table in between yourself and child*). Now let’s see! I like the white one. Can you put it in the bag for me? I like the yellow one, too. Can you put that one in the bag for me too?

These are teaching trials, children can be corrected if get wrong and asked to try again.

Put white and yellow flowers in bag? _________________

**DEMONSTRATION**

Watch, I want to show you something.

*** *(Get out the yellow and clear screen and place them on the table directly beside one another, with yellow screen on child’s RIGHT side).***

**Look, I’ll put this here!** *(Take out the blue dog from the first pair. Place the dog on the child’s side of the screen, on the side close to her own body)*

I’ll put this here! Now come around the table so you can see what it looks like from here!

Child moves around the table and looks at scene from experimenter’s perspective.

Experimenter moves object back and forth quickly three times:

**Look it’s like this** *(hold dog up behind yellow screen with green flower colour held up as well)*

**and now look, it’s just like this** *(move to clear screen and show blue flower color)*.

**1 more time! Watch, it’s like this again** *(hold up dog behind yellow screen, holding up green flower)*

**wow, now it’s like that again!** *(hold up dog behind clear screen, holding blue flower)*

**Now I want to show you something else!** 2 x gradual change: Move dog back and forth very slowly close behind the screens.
Look, it’s like this, (held behind yellow screen) and now look (slowly move to clear screen), isn’t that cool?
Can you please come back around here! (gesture to child’s original seat and then move green/blue flowers off of the table, and place dog behind yellow screen)
TEST PHASE
***(Rotate screens 180 degrees so that yellow screen is on child’s LEFT side)***
I’ll put this here! (Take out second blue dog and places it behind clear screen)
Experimenter exclaims:
Oh, look [child’s name]! Look at that DOG, that one looks GREEN!! I really like the GREEN dog. Can you please put the GREEN dog one in the bag for me? Gazing up towards child but not directly at either animal. (Hold out the bag to the child). Child makes her choice and places object in the bag.

Child’s choice 1: blue green

(Remove the not chosen animal and bring out pair of horses)
Watch, I’ll put this here! And I’ll put this here!

----- RESPONSE PHASE AGAIN-------
Oh, look [child’s name]! Look at that HORSE, that one looks BLUE I really like the BLUE horse. Can you please put the BLUE horse one in the bag for me? Gazing up towards child but not directly at either animal. (Hold out the bag to the child). Child makes her choice and places object in the bag.

Child’s choice 2: blue green

(Remove the not chosen animal and bring out pair of bears)
Watch, I’ll put this here! And I’ll put this here!
Oh, look [child’s name]! Look at that BEAR, that one looks BLUE!! I really like the BLUE bear. Can you please put the BLUE bear one in the bag for me? Gazing up towards child but not directly at either animal. (Hold out the bag to the child). Child makes her choice and places object in the bag.

Child’s choice 3: blue green

(Remove the not chosen animal and bring out pair of rabbits)
Watch, I’ll put this here! And I’ll put this here!
Oh, look [child’s name]! Look at that RABBIT that one looks GREEN!! I really like the GREEN rabbit. Can you please put the GREEN rabbit one in the bag for me? Gazing up towards child but not directly at either animal. (Hold out the bag to the child). Child makes her choice and places object in the bag.

Child’s choice 4: blue green

Score: __________(out of 4 for how many they got correct)
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6. Perspective-confronting task (Moll et al., 2013)

Materials: yellow-tinted screen, 4 blue animals, stickies for animals, blue/green flowers
Notes: Place blue and green flowers in front of child, to their left side

Children are sitting in front of a yellow tinted screen. A blue DOG is placed on the child’s side of the screen so the dog appears blue to the child. The experimenter sits on the other side of the yellow screen so the dog appears green to them.

“How do I (point to self) see the DOG - like this or like this?” (pointing at the corresponding coloured blue swatch, and then green swatch).

Child’s response (point): blue green

“How do you (point to child) see the DOG - like this or like this?” (pointing at the corresponding coloured blue swatch, and then green swatch).

Child’s response (point): blue green

---3 MORE TRIALS---

A blue HORSE is placed on the child’s side of the screen so the horse appears blue to the child. The experimenter sits on the other side of the yellow screen so the horse appears green to them.

“How do you (point to child) see the HORSE - like this or like this?” (pointing at the corresponding coloured blue swatch, and then green swatch).

Child’s response (point): blue green

“How do I (point to self) see the HORSE - like this or like this?” (pointing at the corresponding coloured blue swatch, and then green swatch).

Child’s response (point): blue green

A blue FISH is placed on the child’s side of the screen so the fish appears blue to the child. The experimenter sits on the other side of the yellow screen so the fish appears green to them.

“How do I (point to self) see the FISH - like this or like this?” (pointing at the corresponding coloured blue swatch, and then green swatch).

Child’s response (point): blue green

“How do you (point to child) see the FISH - like this or like this?” (pointing at the corresponding coloured blue swatch, and then green swatch).

Child’s response (point): blue green
A blue RABBIT is placed on the child’s side of the screen so the rabbit appears blue to the child. The experimenter sits on the other side of the yellow screen so the rabbit appears green to them. “How do you (point to child) see the RABBIT - like this or like this?” (pointing at the corresponding coloured blue swatch, and then green swatch).

Child’s response (point): blue green

“How do I (point to self) see the RABBIT - like this or like this?” (pointing at the corresponding coloured blue swatch, and then green swatch).

Child’s response (point): blue green

Score: _________ (out of 8 for each question asked)
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7. **False Belief task** (Wellman & Liu, 2004)
Children see a toy figure of a boy and a sheet of paper with a backpack and a closet drawn on it. ‘‘Here’s Scott. Scott wants to find his mittens. His mittens might be in his backpack *(place image of backpack down)* or they might be in the closet *(place image of closet down)*. Really, Scott’s mittens are in his backpack. But Scott thinks his mittens are in the closet.’’

‘‘So, where will Scott look for his mittens? In his backpack or in the closet?’’

Child’s target answer: backpack    closet

‘‘Where are Scott’s mittens really? In his backpack or in the closet?’’

Child’s control answer: backpack    closet

Score: 0 1
(0 if any or all of the two questions wrong, 1 if both questions correct)
Appendix H

8. K-ABC expressive vocabulary subtest
“Now I’m going to show you some pictures, and I just want you to tell me what those pictures are of.”